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What is MT-ComparEval?

● web-based tool for MT developers, who can
● check progress of a system over time

or compare several MT systems
● focus on analyzing system differences
● integrate MT-ComparEval into their workflow

(import translations: disk/git/REST-API)



  

Try it now!

● http://wmt.ufal.cz

all WMT 2014–2016 systems

● http://mt-compareval.ufal.cz

upload and inspect your translations

● https://github.com/choko/MT-ComparEval

install it (and report issues or contribute)

http://wmt.ufal.cz/
http://mt-compareval.ufal.cz/
https://github.com/choko/MT-ComparEval


  

wmt.ufal.cz

Select an „experiment“



  

by default
● showing all system translations („tasks“)
● sorted by import date 
● showing all metrics

Click to sort by BLEU

Click to hide a metric (and rescale the graph)

Click to hide a system



  



  



  



  

down-slope line means metrics disagreement
(KIT better than online-A in BLEU-cased)

BLEU (case insensitive) vs. BLEU-cased



  

Casing problems
Online-A example of extra upper-case:

Büro → Office



  

Precision lower than recall: too long translations

Recall lower than precision: too short translations

Online-B example of undertranslation:
Bilder und Videos → photos



  

How to see the differences
(and find example sentences)?

Select the two systems
and click “compare“.



  

You can quickly compare with another system



  

4 panes

the selected metric

Sentences sorted according to the difference in the selected metric.
Top: sentences where JHU-PBMT outperforms Online-B the most.
Very useful also for regression testing (new version vs. baseline).

Reverse ordering
Top: OnlineB wins



  

Color highlighting



  

Sentence pane tricks

Looking for nice example sentences?
● Look for short sentences (for slides).
● Search for blue-highlighted content words with

no equivalent in the other system's translation.
● Or use Hjerson-omissions metric (off by default).
● Show just the reference and search for blue.
● More sentences are loaded as you scroll down.



  

Statistics pane



  

jIs the (document-level) BLEU difference significant?

Distribution of sentence-level BLEU differences



  

Confirmed n-grams pane

“se” confirmed in Uedin-nmt 588 times
“se” confirmed in NYU-UMontreal 504 times



  

Unconfirmed n-grams pane

“se” unconfirmed in Uedin-nmt 419 times
“se” unconfirmed in NYU-UMontreal 288 times

Thus, Uedin-nmt uses “se” more often than
NYU-UMontreal: 84 times more confirmed,

131 times more unconfirmed.



  

Encoding problems



  

98 vs. 0
What is this?

Let’s click on the ngram.



  

We see the Sentence pane with a filter for sentences containing n-gram “ne, ne,”
which is unconfirmed only in Uedin-nmt (ie. worsening).

There is just one such translation. It contains 100 tokens “ne” (no).

Uedin-nmt is the overall winner of WMT16 (including en→cs).

Apparently, there are still ways how to improve it.
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